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NSS UNIT 2018-19 



 

 
The national service scheme of Shri Ramdeobaba college of engineering 

and management organizes several events every year. In this year of 

(2018-19) also, NSS unit of RCOEM organized various events. 

 

   
1. INDEPENDENCE DAY :  
It was a red letter day in the history of India when the 

country got her freedom on august 15th,1947. It took 

hundreds of years for us to break shackles of slavery. 

People of the country celebrate this day every year with 

great pomp and show. Our college also celebrates the 

same every year.  

‘Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering And 

Management’, celebrated 72nd  Independence Day with 

unprecedented patriotic fervour on August 15, 2018.  

The gamut of celebration activities held in the campus by 

college management committee and NSS Unit. The 

programme started with the hoisting of the Tricolour at 

9:30am by the hands of Hon’ble Chief Guest Shri. 

Chandrakantbhai Thakkar (Vice-Chairman, Shri 

Ramdeobaba Sarvajanik Samiti) in the presence of Shri. 

Govindlalji Agrawal (General Secretary, Shri Ramdeobaba 

Sarvajanik Samiti) and other respected Committee 

Members, Dr. R.S Pande (Principal, RCOEM) along with 

staff and students of the College. The national anthem 

echoed in the entire campus. After the national anthem, 

The Vice Chairman addressed the complete crowd 

reminding the students and the teachers, of the sacrifices 

made by our great freedom fighters and inspired us so 

that we would serve our motherland, ‘India’ with heart, 

body, and soul to bring it glory and laurels with our 

dignified deeds. Various acts were performed by Music 

club, Dance club and Drama Club awakening everyone’s 

feelings towards the motherland.  

Their acts enlighten us with the sacrifices of our freedom 

fighters which resulted in the feeling of patriotism in our 

hearts. The program was summed up with the 

distribution of  

snacks and sweets among all the present guests, other 

staff members and all the students. 

 

 

 

 

Indeed, it was a day of joy, a day to love and respect our country and make it a better 

place for Indians to live and experience the freedom, peace and unity in diversity. 

 

 



 

 

  

 

2) NSS FOUNDATION DAY :-  
Another event organized under the NSS unit in the same year was on the occasion 

of NSS foundation day on 24th September in main auditorium, RCOEM in the 

presence of our honourable chief guest Col. V. W. Vaidya, Dr. R. S. Pande (Principal, 

RCOEM), Dr. Chandan Vichoray (HOD, MBA Dept.), and Dr. Amit Anurag (NSS 

Program Officer). The program started with the welcoming of our chief guests.  

After the welcome, the program proceeded with the addressing of our principal sir, 

followed by our chief guest Col .V.W. Vaidya who enlightened all the students with 

the details of the ‘Surgical Strike' which took place in our country.  

He showed a video based on the Surgical strike to all the students and gave the 

details  of surgical strike by using the map of Kashmir. Further the program ended 

with making all the NSS volunteers aware about the different events organized 

under the NSS and by reading the detailed report of the NSS. 

 
 

  



 

 

 

 

  

 

A stationary collection drive was held in college 

for one week from 3rd October to 10th October 

of 2019. In this event we had an aim to convert 

someone’s used belongings to some other’s new 

found treasure. For this, the donation boxes 

were kept at different locations including IT 

SQUARE, Near NEEDS SHOP and in front of 

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT of the college and 

all the students and teachers were made aware 

of that. Everyone donated the reusable 

stationary or unused stationary for those who 

were actually in need. This stationary was 

donated at Balsadan, ‘an orphanage’. Students 

were very happy to receive various things, like 

drawing books, pencils, pens etc. this event 

taught us that our small efforts can bring long 

term smiles on others faces. We learnt that “We 

make a living by what we get but we make a life 

by what we give” from this event. 

 

 

3. STATIONARY COLLECTION AND DONATION DRIVE :- 



 

 

  

 

4) ANNAKOOT :-  

 

In annakoot, vast array of foods is traditionally 

arranged in tiers or steps in front of the deities.  

Annakoot is the event, in which devotees prepare 

and offer large variety of food to the god and the 

same is served to the devotees as a ‘Prasad’ . We 

voluntarily conducted the “Annakoot 

Mahaprashad” on 18th November 2018 under the 

guidance of Shri Ramdeobaba sarwajanik samiti . 

In this event, the Mahaprashad was served by the 

NSS volunteers with the smiles on their faces 

among the devotees of Shri Ramdeobaba. More 

than 10,000 devotees were blessed by having 

Mahaprasad and all the devotees were very happy 

to have the mahaprasad and to see the discipline of 

all the volunteers on NSS. 

 

 

 
 



 

 

  

 

5) ORPHANAGE VISIT :-  

Christmas is a time for love and sharing. It is fun to 

receive gifts from a lot of people but this year, we 

decided to be the ones who would share our blessings 

and make love a verb. From that idea, we the NSS 

volunteers thought of spending a day full of love and 

fun at Home of Hope Bacolod. This Christmas we 

planned to have a Christmas party for the kids on 

December 25th.  

This year, we, the NSS volunteers decided to celebrate 

the Christmas with the orphan children and to gift them 

with a family i.e. NSS Family. That day, we tried to fulfill 

their need of family for one day.  

For this, we visited the ‘BALSADAN’ orphanage. We 

played games with them and spent some quality time 

with these children. We distributed the things required 

by these kids (some daily needs) like soap, tooth paste 

etc. amongst them. The volunteers realised this 

Christmas to be most beautiful and moralistic 

Christmas ever . 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 
 

 

6) TREE PLANTATION :-  

Every man need the oxygen for their life and 

Trees are the foremost source of oxygen as well 

as trees helps to reduce the level of carbon 

dioxide. As we all know that the whole world is 

facing the problem of global warming and to 

recover from such problem planting the trees has 

become one of the most important of today’s 

aspects. The NSS Unit of RCOEM organized “Tree 

Plantation” programme on Tuesday,  

1st Jan, 2019 at ‘BALSADAN’, orphanage . It was 

attended by NSS volunteers and more than 50 

children of orphanage. The students of orphanage 

also placed bricks as tree gaurds and each 

student took the responsibility to nourish and 

maintain the allocated plant . 

 



 

 

  

 

7) AARAMBH :- 
 

“Aarambh - An Introductory Program for II year Students:” was organized on 9th 

January,2019. This event intended to create awareness about the objectives and the 

activities of the national service scheme among the second year students. In this 

event, In this program only, the students were introduced to NSS, and its motto which 

goes as “NOT ME BUT YOU”. They were made aware of the objective of NSS, which is 

to develop a sense of social and civic responsibility amongst the students by arousing 

their conscience. The students appraised and accepted the objective of the unit 

enthusiastically as they understood that NSS helps provide them an opportunity to 

have an interaction with the weaker section of the community and to apply their 

education in finding practical solutions to their problems. The event succeeded in not 

only opening the eyes of the students but also made them aware of the ways they can 

contribute to the development of the society and the impact of this program on the 

energy of students could be easily seen by the great number of membership forms 

that poured in and by the feedback session taken at the end of the event. 

 

 



 

 

 

8) REPUBLIC DAY :-  

 

26th of January is a gala day for every Indian. On this day in 1950, the Constitution 

of India came into force and our country ‘India’ became Republic. We Indians 

celebrates the republic day every year as a festival. This year also, the 70th 

Republic day was celebrated in ‘Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering And 

Management’ with unprecedented patriotic fervour on Jan 26th, 2019. The 

celebration activities were held in the campus by college management committee 

and NSS Unit. The event consists of hoisting of the Tricolour at 9:30am by Shri. 

Govindlalji Agrawal (General Secretary, Shri Ramdeobaba Sarvajanik  Samiti), in 

the  presence of Shri. Kailashchandraji Agrawal Sir,  Shri. Shyamsundar Rathi Sir, 

Dr. Paldiwal Sir and Dr. R.S Pande (Principal, RCOEM) along with staff and students 

of the College. The national anthem echoed in the entire campus. After the national 

anthem, The General Secretary addressed us to imbibe the Indian culture and to 

make use of it for the welfare of our country. Music club and Dance club tried to 

focus on some positives of our nation. Kalyani Lande- A volunteer of NSS 

represented a poem creating an awareness amongst the citizens about the 

cleanliness and Swaccha Bharat Abhiyan. All acts unlighted us with the sacrifices of 

our freedom fighters which resulted in the overflow of patriotism in our hearts. 

The program was summed up with the distribution of snacks and sweets amongst 

all the guests and students. 

 



 

9) PRERNA 11.O :- 
 
The NSS unit organized its annual 4 day long Socio-cultural event PRERNA 

11.0 from 7th Feb to 10th Feb.  As the name suggests the main aim of the 

event is to provide PRERNA to many students for being an angel of 

someone’s life. This ‘prerna’ was provided by various events organized by 

NSS under PRERNA. 

 

 

A) INAUGURATION :- 

  

 
 

The inauguration was held on 8th of February, 

2019.It was conducted in the august presence of Shri 

Chandrakantji Pendke from Maitreyee Pariwar, Dr. 

Keshav Walke sir, NSS PROGRAMME OFFICER, 

RTMNU and Dr. Rajpal Kashyap, SIMS Scientist and 

Dr. R.S. Pande, PRINCIPAL, RCOEM. Keshav sir and 

Rajpal sir enlightened the knowledge of the students 

through their experience which was shared by these 

guests during their speech. Dr. Walke sir explained 

the power of youth along with their responsibility 

towards this society. He also focused on ‘what NSS 

does?’ for the society. Dr. Rajpal kashyap focused on 

the importance of using our knowledge for right 

purpose at right time. After the speech of guests, Dr. 

Amit Anurag, NSS programme officer, RCOEM threw 

light on the working of the NSS unit RCOEM. The 

speech was followed by the display of video (trailer) 

of NSS “PRERNA 11.O”. 
 

 

 

 

  



 

B) JUNOON :- 

  

  

By the event “Junoon”, we try to lift up the courage and  

confidence of specially abled students. In this event these 

special children showcased their talent. This includes the 

dance performances, music performances, drawing 

performances as well. All the college students appreciated 

them with their loud cheers and claps. All the participants 

were distributed with chocolates and stationary. This 

event was organized on 8th of February 2019. The word 

“Junoon” itself means passion and this passion move men 

beyond their shortcomings and failures. This was, what 

has been portrayed that day in the campus of RCOEM. 

Marked with the presence of all the guests of 

inauguration and Dr V.H Asudani (Asst. Prof. Dept. of 

Humanities, RCOEM). Born visually impaired, Dr. V H 

Asudani is a perfect example who has converted a 

disability into opportunity with his strong will-power and 

dedication. He was asked to inspire the participants with 

his motivational words. At the end badge distribution of 

the core committee was also done in which the complete 

core committee of NSS were distributed with the badges 

of their respective posts. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

                                                            C) SPEAK STREAK:-  

The literary event of socio-cultural event Prerna 11.O 

i.e. SPEAK STREAK took place on 7th and 8th Feb. 

There were more than 50 participants who took part in 

the event. The complete event was divided into 4 

rounds. On the first day, two rounds were held under 

the mentorship of Dr Akanksha Deshpande – Asst. Prof. 

Humanity Department, RCOEM. The first round was 

the image interpretation whereas the second round 

was extempore along with the twist of emotion. Every 

individual was given a topic along with an emotion and 

they had to talk on that topic portraying the given 

emotion for 2 mins. The next day other two rounds 

were held under the mentorship of Mr Hitesh Dewani. 

The students were divided into a group of five and 

further proceeded with the group discussion and the 

final round was extempore. There were finalist who 

were given the topic of extempore and they were asked 

to speak on that particular topic for 1.50 min.  Further 

the results were announced followed by giving the 

memento to the guest of honour. 

 

  

 



 

  D) HEALTH CHECKUP :-   

 In this, health check-up camp was organised  

 for teaching , non-teaching and students of 

RCOEM. The Doctors from different hospitals 

were present for free health check-up of the 

people. Around 200 people took part in the 

event and got benefited. There were dentists, 

eye-specialist and general physician that 

helped in our event and made it a huge 

success.  

  

 

 

 

E) SORPRESSA :-  This is basically a fun 

event with the social essence to create  a 

social awareness within the participants. 

This event consisted of various group 

activities, physical tasks and an event with 

the name skate round etc.  The event got a 

huge participation of students of our 

college  and other colleges also, the total 

count was around 200 people. The event 

helped in creating an awaring 

environment about   PRERNA 11.0 in the 

campus. 

 

 



 

 

 

  

F) PRAYAS:-  

Being engineering students, lets utilise our technical  knowledge for the upliftment of 

the ones in need. Believing the same, A new event was introduced this year with the 

name “PRAYAS”. In this event, various daily life  problem statements were given to 

students and the  solutions were expected from the participants in either  

presentation form or modules.  Many good ideas were collected from the event which 

can be implemented for the upliftment and the betterment  of the society.    

G) REFLECTION :-  
Under ‘PRERNA 11.O’ we organised REFLECTION on 8th of february as one of the 

events. The theme was HAPPINESS and the criteria for competition eligibility was 

happiness due to social cause. An exhibition of paintings and photographs took place 

which was the highlight of the entire event. Those paintings and photographs were 

submitted by the on-campus as well as off-campus students. Many entries were 

received and out of them, 22 paintings and 4 photographs were shortlisted for the 

display.  Judgement for the competition was done by Dr. Deepshikha Mehra, HOD of 

Humanities department at Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and 

Management, Nagpur and Mr. Avinash Londhe,Photo Journalist. The event ended on 

a very happy note. 

  

 



 

 

 

  

H) EVENT-X :-  
This was an event where the participating 
teams were given clues, riddles and the 
puzzles to solve. The teams had to complete 
the task along with 'A thanking message card' 
was to be given to the non-teaching staff as 
well as dust blowers which added social 
essence to the event. Then came the round 
Dazzled pathway, wherein blind folded teams 
had to collect flags along with the names and 
sayings of patriotic persons. Then event was 
summed-up with final round which included 
social awareness skit performance by our first 
year students in which each team was given 
with one social issue and they needed to give 
the solution of the same through their skit. 

 

 
I) AAKRITI & EXHIBITION :- 

This was the exhibition of hand made things which was made by orphan children. We, the 

NSS volunteers invited the students of such orphanages to showcase their art. We helped 

them to get good values for their things. This exhibition was there for complete three 

days in the RCOEM campus itself. To help the orphanages we kept one clue to purchase 

something from AAKRITI in other events  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

J) GRAMIN SAMPARK :-  

 

The NSS Unit visited  “Dorli”, 32Km from 

Nagpur. The NSS volunteers along with Doctors 

team reached the village at 11:00 am and was 

present there till 4:30 pm. Around 250 villagers 

took part in the event and got benefited. Around 

80 NSS Volunteers with teachers visited there 

and gave  free health checkup to villagers. The 

visit ended with huge success . We were having 

dentists and Eye specialists with us which 

helped in making our event  huge success.  

 


